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Abstract
Several studies demonstrate the effectiveness of pulsed thermography for detection and visualization of sub-superficial flaws 
in composites. Continuous improvement of thermal data manipulation makes active thermography an attractive and power-
ful inspection method for industrial process control and maintenance aims. Therefore, temperature image-processing is the 
major ongoing challenge in the thermographic research field. However, the particular interest for thermographic inspections 
is to be more addressed to its simple and relatively fast industrial application; an appropriate image processing tool should 
be implemented and verified on industrial components, containing manufacturing and in-service defects. In the proposed 
research, well-established and previously proposed methods were analysed and compared for different defect typology 
inside three CFRP components. The main goal is not solely focused on establishing the suitable data processing approach, 
providing detection limits of processed data in terms of damage type, size and distribution. The aim of proposed work is to 
present detailed examples of thermal imaging methods applied on similar critical defects, evaluating different results among 
methods in terms of defects mapping capabilities and Tanimoto evaluation criterion, coupled also with the signal-to-noise 
ratio as assessment of defect detectability.

Keywords Artificial defects · Carbon fiber reinforced polymer · Delamination · Image-processing · Non-destructive 
controls · Porosity · Thermography

Abbreviations
CFRP  Carbon fiber reinforced plastic
DAC  Differential absolute contrast
DIC  Digital image correlation
EOF  Empirical orthogonal function
FPA  Focal-plane array
GUI  Graphical user interface
IDAC  Interpolated differential absolute contrast
IRT  Infrared thermography
LBC  Local boundary contrast
NAN  Not a number
NDT  Non-destructive testing
NETD  Noise equivalent temperature differences
PCT  Principal component thermography
PT  Pulsed thermography
SHM  Structural health monitoring
SNR  Signal to noise

SVD  Singular value decomposition
TSR  Thermal signal reconstruction

1 Introduction

In recent years, ecological efficiency of aerospace manufac-
turing and sustainability economic aspects provide a sig-
nificant incentive for increasing implementation of Carbon 
Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) in industrial structures 
[1, 2]. Specific physical and mechanical property makes 
these materials very attractive to the transportation indus-
try, i.e. lightweight, elevated stiffness and a good resist-
ance against corrosion and fatigue, reducing both the fuel 
consumption and the emissions of greenhouse gases [3, 
4]. Therefore, continuous improvement of Non-destructive 
testing (NDT) and the advanced solutions of Structural 
health monitoring (SHM) represent the major challenge for 
composites, in order to improve structural reliability and 
integrity [5–8]. Several research studies demonstrated that 
different defects and damage phenomena may arise either 
during production or in-service loading, leading to possible 
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failure of these thin and layered structures [5, 6, 9]. A suit-
able ND control approach is the critical aspect for compo-
nent inspection to certain integrity assessment [10]. Pulsed 
thermography (PT) represents a no-contact and full-field 
ND technique, widely used for the industrial controls of 
large composite surfaces due to wide detection area, fast 
and relatively simple detection [11, 12]. In recent years, the 
enhancement of visual image modality, combined with fast 
and robust temperature processing strategy has significantly 
grown for a multi-functionality of Infrared thermography for 
specific industrial applications, characterized by difficult to 
inspection components or as requirement of faster inspection 
[13–16]. Therefore, the image-processing methods and their 
continuous improvement make the thermographic inspec-
tion even more suitable alternative to popular ND controls, 
as ultrasonic testing, for different production environments 
[12, 16]. In literature, different algorithms were proposed to 
enhance defect detection in terms of dimension, depth and 
shape [15, 17, 18].

In this work, the research focus lies on contrast-based 
methods (normalized contrast and Differential Absolute 
Contrast) [19–21], statistical methods with skewness, kur-
tosis and Thermal Signal Reconstruction (TSR) [22, 23], 
method based on transforms (Principal Component Ther-
mography (PCT)) [24] and two proposed post-processing 
methods that provide elaborated maps in order to increase 
defect recognition with its surrounding area and to reduce 
negative effects related to non-uniform heat distribution 
[25]. Therefore, a comparative analysis of different meth-
ods is preferred to include example results on real parts. In 
the present paper, a comparative analysis for detectability 
enhancement is performed on three different cases of study 
with CFRP elements containing artificial and real produc-
tion defects and delaminations created also by static load 

[26, 27]. Both standard processing techniques (statistical, 
contrast and methods based on transforms) and the present 
author suggested method are evaluated in terms of defect 
mapping characteristics, using Tanimoto criterion [28] and 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) [29]. Figure 1 shows a simplified 
block diagram that briefly shows the research paper path for 
NDT inspections, presenting the inspected material proper-
ties (Sect. “Composite Elements”), the basic experimental 
procedures (Sect. “Thermographic Experimental Setup”), 
the fundamental aspects of implemented thermal data post-
processing methods (Sect. “Post-processing Techniques”), 
analysis of results for all combined parts and analyses 
(Sect. “Results and Discussion”) and the final conclusions 
(Sect. “Conclusions”).

2  Materials and Methods

2.1  Composite Elements

For IR inspections, all examined surfaces are treated with 
black matte paint to reduce reflections and non-uniform 
thermal heating on inspected surface. Reference com-
posite element is a CFRP aeronautical specimen (Dim. 
120.7 × 120.7 × 7.7  mm3), assembled with two plates of aero-
nautical production but different thickness, employed in pre-
vious works [26]. Internal defects arrangement and features 
are reported respectively in Fig. 2a and in Table 1; thirteen 
polymeric inserts of 5 ÷ 25 mm diameter and 0.4 mm thick 
are inserted at 2.8 mm depth, as seen in previous works [26].

The second case of study is represented by an aero-
nautical CFRP multi-stringer panel of medium size (Dim. 
914.4 × 762  mm) with an artificial central discontinu-
ity (Dim. 152.4 × 6.35  mm2) as a large cut, orthogonal to 

Fig. 1  Research plan overview
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stringer and loading direction. This discontinuity should 
simulate the effect of a heavy impact and interruption of 
the central stringer continuity, leading panel collapse in the 
central zone due to compression, which is expected to pro-
duce localized delaminations during static test before final 
failure. In previous works, this tested CFRP element was 
previously analysed with ultrasonic inspections, indicating 
extended delamination damage, accumulated around the arti-
ficial discontinuity [26]. Structural geometry and material 
information are reported respectively in Fig. 3a in Table 1.

Finally, the widespread internal porosity of two CFRP 
flat plates (Dim. 400 × 400 × 3 ÷ 6  mm3) is evaluated in as 
shown in Fig. 2b; this manufacturing anomaly was intro-
duced through pressure variation during curing cycles of 
composite elements in a vacuum bag in an autoclave [27]. 
The stacking sequence, number of plies and cure pressure 
for each laminated panel are indicated in Table 1.

2.2  Thermographic Experimental Setup

After numerous trials, the optimal experimental configura-
tion and thermal acquisition parameters for each CFRP ele-
ment are described respectively in Fig. 3b and in Table 2. 
Relative heating times are selected for each component on 
the bases on experience by the authors and according to 
defect depth [26] and element thicknesses; Many inspec-
tions are performed, and the two most interesting ones are 
presented for both CFRP flat panels on relatives upper and 
lower sectors. For what concerns the multi-stringer element 
and reference plate, inspections are performed only in the 
central zone and only the optimal inspection with frame rate 
20 s are presented in Table.

The main tests results are presented for selected cases 
of study, performed with pulsed thermographic tech-
nique in a thermal controlled laboratory, monitored by 

Fig. 2  a Artificial Defect configuration of reference plate [26]; b reference plate and flat Panels (24 and 16 plies) [26, 27]

Table 1  Defects characteristics of all CFRP analysed components [26, 27]

Designation defect D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Reference plate Number of defects 1 2 1 3 2 1 3
Diameter of defects (mm) 25 10 15 5 10 15 5
Thickness of defects [mm] 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.2 1.2 1.2

Thickness (mm) No. of plies Pressure (bar) Stacking sequence

FLAT PANEL-1 5.568 24 0.1 [0, + 45, − 45, 90, 0, + 45, − 45, 90, 
0, + 45, − 45,  90]s

FLAT PANEL-2 3.023 16 0.4 [0, + 45, − 45, 90, 0, + 45, − 45,  90]s

Part Component Lamina Thickness 
(mm)

No. of plies Stacking sequence

Multi-stringer panel Skin-1 0.186 20 [45/90/ − 45/ − 45/45/90/0/45/45/0]s

Skin-2 0.186 24 [45/90/0/0/ − 45/45/45/90/0/ − 45/45/0]s

Stringer 0.186 12 [45/90/0/0/ − 45/0]s

Rib 0.208 12 [45/0/ − 45/90/45/0]s
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Humidity/Temperature Data Logger. The infrared set-
up involves thermal excitation source composed of four 
1000 W halogen lamps controlled by a signal generator to 
set lamp power and signal wave form, as a single square 
pulse. Temperature image acquisition system employed 
is a thermal camera, equipped with an uncooled, highly 
reliable micro-bolometric sensor, which produces ther-
mal images at 640 × 480 pixels of high-quality resolution 
and measurement accuracy and stability. FLIR A655sc 
makes temperature differences of only 30 mK visible and 
produces 14-bit data at up to 50 frames per second. Its 
high-speed windowing feature boosts the frame rate up to 
200 Hz, with 640 × 120 pixels per window.

A controller dimmer power source is triggered to syn-
chronize simultaneously the thermal pulse to thermal 
camera recording start. Experimental arrangement and 
suitable heating times of each inspected elements were 
studied for CFRP applications in practical experience of 
previous works [26, 27].

2.3  Post‑processing Techniques

In this paper, MATLAB codes are implemented in a Graphi-
cal user interface (GUI) for image-processing evaluation of 
thermal data, comparing relative thermal profiles during 
time in selected Regions of Interest (ROIs) in most inter-
esting defective and defect-free zones, as showed in other 
works [30]. The origin of different processing techniques 
lies in the thermal contrast evaluation [19] and several con-
trasts definitions have been proposed by different authors, i. 
e. absolute, normalized, running or standard [19, 20], finally 
differential absolute contrast (DAC) [21] and interpolated 
differential absolute contrast approach (IDAC) [31]. The 
Normalized Contrast Cn is considered the reference post-
processing parameter employed for pulsed thermographic 
data. Cn is introduced in image processing to reduce nega-
tive effects of reflected energy in the thermal analysis, thus 
providing better quantitative data [19, 32].

The normalized parameter Cn is defined by as

Fig. 3  a Multi-stringer CFRP panel [26]; b experimental layout for flat Panel-1 with porosity

Table 2  Experimental 
parameters for IRT 
investigations

CFRP component Defect depth (mm) Frame rate (Hz) Heating 
time (s)

Acquisition 
time (s)

Total frames

Reference plate 2.8 5 20 120 600
Multi-stringer panel 2–4 5 3 30 150
Panel 1—upper sector Not available 6.25 3 100 625
Panel 1—lower sector Not available 6.25 3 100 625
Panel 2—upper sector Not available 6.25 6 100 625
Panel 2—lower sector Not available 6.25 6 100 625
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With Td(t) and Ti(t) the average temperatures in defective 
and defect-free ROIs of pixels at time t , during the cooling 
phase, and tmax the time of maximum thermal contrast [19]. 
The MATLAB code is applied to process the 3D matrix of 
thermal data, evaluating isothermal zones for a proper selec-
tion by the operator of presumed damaged areas with related 
non-defect zones for optimal contrast computation [19].

The Differential Absolute Contrast (DAC) parameter 
is based on the physical assumption that some time occur 
before defect visualization in thermal sequence due to trav-
elling time of the induced thermal waves inside the com-
ponent [21]. This hypothesis is developed to avoid manual 
selection of ROIs, assuming that in the first frames before 
heating time both defective and defect-free zones should 
produce similar thermal behaviour [20, 21]. Therefore, the 
thermal behaviour over time of a non-defect pixel zone 
could be computed considering the 1D analytical solu-
tion of transient heat transfer across component thickness; 
using 1D solution with Fourier equation for Dirac heat 
pulse propagation by conduction in a semi-infinite iso-
tropic solid from surface [33, 34] and with assumption 
that initial condition is given by the reference temperature 
of non-defective zone for each pixel, DAC calculation is 
obtained by subtracting the measured temperature of non-
defect zone from the estimated thermal profile of each 
pixel as

where T[°C] is the temperature at the time t [s] and t′ is the 
time relative to a specific thermogram where no defect is 
visible. Generally, this processing technique provides good 
results for thin components (as composite parts) and for 
early time frames.

The statistical methods include Skewness and Kurtosis 
analysis, Reconstruction and derivative Techniques. In prob-
ability theory, the skewness is a common statistical method 
that include the third standardized moment of the probability 
distribution. The skewness parameter characterizes the lack 
of symmetry in a probability distribution of the tempera-
ture–time history; it is defined for each pixel as [35]

where � and � are the mean and standard deviation respec-
tively of random variable x.

(1)Cn(t) =
Td(t)

Td(tmax)
−

Ti(t)

Ti(tmax)

(2)ΔTDAC(t) = T(t) −

√
t�

t
⋅ T(t�)

(3)Skewness =

∑N

k=1
(xk − �)

3

�3(N − 1)

The Kurtosis is the fourth standardized moment of the 
probability distribution that measures the relative flatness 
of the probability distribution in the temperature–time his-
tory on each pixel. Kurtosis is given as [36]

Finally, the thermal signal reconstructed (TSR) approach 
with derivative technique for contrast computation provide 
a significant sensitivity improvement of thermographic 
images, increase signal-to-noise performance and is claimed 
to reduce spatial and temporal non-uniform noise [22]. In the 
TSR method, time sequence of each pixel is processed as 
log–log thermal response with a nth polynomial degree [37, 
38]. The Equation of theoretical semi-infinite solution [33] 
could be transformed into logarithmic domain and expressed 
as [22]

where the first term describes a constant offset, the second 
term represents the logarithmic decay response with a slope 
of − 1/2 for ideal defect-free region and a0, a1,… , an are the 
polynomial regression coefficients. In processing-analysis, 
fourth and fifth polynomial orders were found to be the most 
effective for temporal noise reduction [17, 39], thus in the 
present work the authors interpolate the thermal sequence 
with logarithmic variables performing a least squares fit 
using the fifth order polynomial. Consequently, the first 
and the second log-time derivatives of polynomial thermal 
response enhanced defect detectability and signal to noise 
ratio, reducing negative effects caused by lateral diffusion, 
unless high noise content occurs [22, 40, 41].

Finally, the Principal Component Thermography (PCT) 
technique [12, 35, 42] is an orthogonal linear transforma-
tion of thermal image sequences into a new coordinate 
system, using singular value decomposition (SVD). The 
acquired 3D matrix (Dim.  Nx ×  Ny ×  Nt with  Nt number of 
frames) of thermal data is reshaped into a 2D matrix, A 
(Dim M ×  Nt with M =  Nx ×  Ny), where the columns and 
rows contain the spatial and temporal, and computed as

where U is orthogonal matrix of dimension M × N that 
contains a set of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs), 
describing spatial variations in matrix’s columns [24]. The 
variable D is a diagonal matrix (Dim. N × N) comprising 
the absolute values of the eigenvalues (singular values) of 

(4)Kurtosis =

∑N

k=1
(xk − �)

4

�4(N − 1)

(5)

ln(T) = ln

(
Q

e

)

−
1

2
ln(�t) = a0 + a1 ⋅ ln(t)

+ a2 ⋅ [ln(t)]
2 + ... + an ⋅ [ln(t)]

n

(6)A = UDVT
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matrix A . The variable VT is the transpose matrix (Dim. 
N × N) of the orthogonal matrix where the rows represent the 
principal components (PCs) characteristic of “in time behav-
iour” and associated to defect depth estimation [41, 43].

In previous works, the authors proposed new thermal 
Image-mapping technique [denoted as Local Boundary Con-
trast (LBC)] [26] to increase a defect contrast parameter with 
damage zone surrounding area and to reduce negative effects 
induced by non-uniform heating, providing an improvement 
of defect shape and extension visibility [27, 30]. This ther-
mal contrast evaluation combines the pros of DAC approach 
to remove the manual selection of reference non-defective 
zone for relative contrast computation for each given defect, 
together with characteristics of Digital Image Correlation 
(DIC) approach [44], to automatically elaborate thermal 
image and correlating a selected ROI to a reference ROI 
through automatic digital processing of the whole thermal 
data [30]. Therefore, at a given time t  , the computation of 
proposed absolute local contrast, denoted as Cstd

LBC−I(i,j)
 [°C] 

is evaluated for each pixel of general location [i, j] as

where IROI(i,j)(t) and NROI(i,j)(t) represents the average tem-
peratures of a subset matrix (Dim. 3 × 3) and of its neigh-
bourhood matrix (Dim. p × p, where p > 3), respectively. The 
new approach provides processed contrast maps that maxi-
mize contrast values when processing ROIs incorporate the 
pixels lying on defect boundaries, leading to better display 
local contrast variations, clearly recognizing flaw’s shape. 
Therefore, the LBC technique is a sort of spatial filtration 
as a high-frequency (gradient) spatial filter which should 
maximise defect border thermal response, hence improving 
also signal-to-noise ratio.

The proposed LBC method provides processed contrast 
map at a given time (as DAC approach), but a useful third 
and alternative approach could be employed to compress 
the information contained in the 3D thermal sequence into a 
single image method (as seen in statistical methods based on 
the third order, the skewness, and fourth order, the kurtosis) 
[35, 36]. Based on the third approach, the new LBC II pro-
posed technique should be performed to also provide a time 
filtration and the computation of new contrast Cstd

LBC−II(i,j)
 for 

each pixel of general location [i, j] follows the equation:

(7)

Cstd
LBC−I(i,j)

(t) =
|||
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|||
=
|||
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|||

=

|
||||
|

1
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∗

i+p∑

k=i−p

[
1
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∗

j+p∑

w=j−p

(
TN(k,w)(t)

)
]

−
1

3

i+1∑

z=i−1

(
1

3
∗

j+1∑

v=j−1

TI(z,v)(t)

)|||
|||

where (tend − tmax) represents the cooling phase of the ther-
mal acquisition. The implemented MATLAB algorithm rep-
resents a suitable alternative to improve the image-process-
ing for automatic defect detection in terms of computation 
time and easy post-processing analysis, even that Cstd

LBC−II(i,j)
 

implies longer computing times.

3  Results and Discussion

The data results are post-processed employed a MATLAB 
Graphical user interface (GUI) for frames re-sizing from 3D 
thermal matrix to remove the negligible corner of pixels if 
the windowing command from camera is not available. At 
a given time t  , the proper thermal parameters in selected 
ROIs are evaluated in similar way for normalized contrast 
[19]; in addition, a normalized contrast parameter is here 
introduced as:

where kn(t) represents the difference between average values 
in defective kd(t) and undamaged ki(t) ROIs and normalized 
with respect to relative maximum values. Consequently, the 
computation limit of previous equation clearly occurs in case 
processing methods provided one single map of results (as 
skewness, kurtosis, and LBC-II approaches); for these cases, 
the resulting image computed normalized contrast can be 
easily given by difference of two ROIs values from the same 
map, as in the follows:

3.1  Contrast Methods Results

In Fig. 4a, a raw thermogram is selected and the delami-
nated area after 10 cooling seconds and other defective 
zones are already visible; five defects are selected in the 
map, providing a suitable input for manual selection of 
ROIs for clearly detectable defects and for undamaged 
zones. Most interesting defective areas (ROI-1, ROI-3, 
ROI-5, ROI-7, and ROI-9) and defect-free zones (ROI-2, 
ROI-4, ROI-6, ROI-8, and ROI-10) are Due to thermal 
wave propagation inside the element, with the temperature 
profile recorded on excited surface starts to decay, follow-
ing diagrams as shown in Fig. 4b. However, the analysis of 

(8)

Cstd
LBC−II(i,j)

=
|||
ΔTLBC(i,j)

|||

=

||||||

tend∑

t=tmax

1
(
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) ⋅ NROI(i,j)(t) −

tend∑
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1
(
tend − tmax

) ⋅ IROI(i,j)(t)

||||||

(9)kn(t) =
kd(t)

abs(kd_max(t
�))

−
ki(t)

abs(ki_max(t
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(10)kn = kd − ki
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thermal profiles seem to offer difficult comparative evalu-
ation between defective and undamaged zones, as well as 
between acceptable and critical flaws; therefore normal-
ized profiles should be analysed, as computed on the basis 
of Eqs. 1, 9 and 10. As presented in Fig. 4c, the typical 
trends of processed normalized contrast Cn are illustrated 
for selected spots, where maximum peaks of defects ROI-7 
and ROI-8 provide a contrast value of one order of mag-
nitude significantly higher than maximum peak related to 
smaller defect (couple ROI-1 & ROI-2 for example).

The DAC approach is the second contrast method, and 
the composite fabric seems to be highlighted on the edge of 
the plate in the DAC map, as shown in Fig. 5a. the flaws in 
ROI-5 and ROI-9 seem to be slightly distinguished, while 
the smaller defect ROI-1 does not appear clearly detected. 
Since DAC method provides a contrast map at each studied 
time frame, the choice of suitable frame to analyse could 
be done by a preventive analysis of the profile shapes of the 
comparable sets of ROIs previously indicated, as shown in 
Fig. 5b.

In the second CFRP component, after one second of cool-
ing (as seen in Fig. 5c), it is immediately clear that two 
delamination zones (indicated as ROI-1 and ROI-3) appear, 
exhibiting the maximum Cn values, as reported in Fig. 6a; 
the presence of artificial central cut seems not to disturb the 
uniform heating pattern and Fig. 6b reports the output pro-
file of the DAC parameter at the same time interval for the 
same couples of ROIs, where the delaminations produce a 
slightly higher contrasts than related thermal profile contrast, 
as observed in Fig. 6c.

On the other hand, Fig. 7a and c display example raw 
maps of the two-flat carbon-epoxy panels, which were 
improperly laminated with lower manufacturing pressure 
during curing. A widespread-porosity could be identified 
in both flat-panels by different thermal scale; however, 
the presence of a diffused voids provides a difficult selec-
tion of proper and different ROIs (as shown in Cn pro-
files of Fig. 7b) for the comparative analysis of most used 
processing methods to be compared. At the contrary, the 
processing Skewness, Kurtosis and LBC-II methods are 

Fig. 4  a Raw thermal map after 10 cooling s, b thermal profiles of selected ROIs and c C
n
 contrast profiles of 5 couples of ROIs of reference 

plate

Fig. 5  a DAC map after 12 cooling s and b k
n
 profiles of DAC results of reference plate; c Raw thermal map of multi-stringer element after 1 

cooling s
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selected as suitable best procedures for these CFRP panels, 
due to their defects’ detection much more straightforward, 
also preferred because a single processed map should be 
analysed.

3.2  Statistical Methods Results

From Fig. 8a–c, the evaluation of TSR maps and deriva-
tive profiles for each ROI was also able to reveal the defect 
relative maximum peaks, using a fifth order polynomial 
fitting and reducing time induced noise; maximum value 
of kn contrast will appear in TSR normalized difference of 

Fig. 6  a Normalized contrast C
n
 and b k

n
 profiles of DAC results of 4 ROIs; (c) DAC map after 1 cooling s of multi-stringer

Fig. 7  a Thermal map and b normalized contrast C
n
 profiles of ROIs in upper sector for flat Panel-1; c thermal map in lower sector for flat Panel-

2

Fig. 8  a TSR, b 1s derivative and c 2nd derivative normalized k
n
 profiles for regions of interest (ROIs) of reference plate
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selected ROIs at few cooling frames after the initial first 
and second derivative trends, as in the example in Fig. 8a.

The TSR approach should help to define defect loca-
tion in few unique images, computing sensitivity to first 
and second derivative data in images, also capable to 
detect carbon-fiber positioning in laminate, overcoming a 
detectability threshold of previous DAC method (Fig. 4b). 
Although the good quality of TSR and derivatives maps, 
the smallest defects result to be hardly to be perceived. 
Nevertheless, the relative TSR and derivative images are 
presented in Fig. 9a–c, showing that good defect contrast 
enhancement and noise reduction proved to be beneficial 
in effective TSR processing of the CFRP reference plate.

Furthermore, skewness and kurtosis images provide sin-
gle processed maps, where most of distinguished defects 
appear consistently and the composite fabric seems not 
to cause a noticeable disturbance for inspected flaws, as 
shown in Fig. 10a and b. A better contrast is highlighted 
in the kurtosis image, as in Fig. 10b.

For the multi-stringer element, similar trends seem not 
appear using TSR method and 2nd normalized derivative 

profiles of the two significant ROIs in multi-stringer panel, 
as shown in Figs. 10c and 11a; normalized difference of 
TSR data and derivative profiles will exhibit maximum 
values during cooling phase, hence highest contrast values 
are easily provided by TSR approach. As seen instead in 
raw and DAC computed maps (Figs. 4c, 5a), some distur-
bance of non-uniform cooling behaviour is to be observed 
in the central zone on simulated damage, as reported in 
Fig. 11b. The TSR image is evaluated after 3.2 cooling 
seconds when maximum value of kn contrast appears in 
TSR normalized difference of selected ROIs.

In Figs. 11c and 12a, both statistical methods based on 
third and fourth standardization are presented much more 
straightforward and the detection of delamination zones 
is showed with less blurred edges, reducing the potential 
errors in assessing defective areas; in skewness and kurto-
sis maps, the central left and right stiffeners start to appear 
through thickness at the back side, at a depth of more than 
4 mm, whilst non-uniform cooling related signs are normally 
only faintly observable in the raw data for DAC and TSR 
maps. Figures 11c and 12a describe the third and the fourth 

Fig. 9  a TSR, b first derivative and c 2nd derivative maps with ROIs of reference plate

Fig. 10  a Skewness and b Kurtosis maps of reference plate; c TSR normalized k
n
 profiles of ROIs for multi-stringer panel
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standardization of probability distribution and seem to be 
very similar, therefore the kurtosis obtained map seem to 
more maximize the contrast of stringers and delaminated 
areas with respect to skewness map. As general conclusion, 
statistical kurtosis and skewness are found to be efficient 
techniques, reducing the processing time and processed data, 

to justify their choice to process the raw thermograms in 
case of CFRP Panels 1 and 2; interesting and accurate results 
are achieved.

In Figs. 12b and 13c, diffused porosity on upper and 
lower sectors of both panels is inspected and could now 
also be easily displayed reducing the negative effect on 

Fig. 11  a 2nd derivative normalized k
n
 profiles of ROIs, b Example of TSR and c Skewness maps for multi-stringer panel

Fig. 12  a Example of Kurtosis map of multi-stringer panel; b Skewness and c Kurtosis maps for upper sector of Panel-1

Fig. 13  a Kurtosis map for lower zone of Panel 1; b Skewness for upper sector and c Kurtosis maps for lower zone of Panel 2
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non-uniform heating which is difficult to reduce during 
experimental set-up. As expected, a widespread porosity 
is observed in all inspection of CFRP panels and the lower 
manufacturing pressure of panel 1 seems to introduce 
larger number of internal voids than panel 2 obviously, 
even that the latter has lower thickness and is laminated 
with four times greater pressure (as reported in Table 1). 
Thus, since data compression and interpretation represent 
the main interest for these processing techniques, but a fast 
simplified post-processing analysis of unique processed 
map, containing all the relevant information, marks the 
robust advantage and huge defect representation over the 
basic thermal 3D sequence analysis.

3.3  PCT and EOF Results

As seen in Eq. 6, the PCT processing method rearranges the 
input three-dimensional matrix A to produce EOF and PC 
images sequences; the first few EOFs here described show 
large variability in the thermal sequence, as shown in 14a 
[30]. The analysis of EOF profiles shows an evident data 

variability of all kn profiles in the case of 5 selected ROI 
couples, showing alternatively both positive and negative 
contrast values, maximized generally in the first frames, but 
identifying defects in optimal way, as the 2nd and 3rd EOFs 
maps highlight respectively in Fig. 14b and c.

In Figs. 14b and 15a, the fabric details of first sub-surface 
ply can be also detected and the local disturbance of CFRP 
fabric could be observed around defects and the edges’ indi-
cation is hardly blurry, as seen previously in DAC map.

In Fig. 15b, the PC normalized curves present an evident 
different trend with respect to EOF sequences, seen in the 
Fig. 14a and provide lower values of normalized contrast 
peaks than the EOF values. Therefore, the PCT map after 
11,4 cooling seconds of frame 159 is selected because seems 
to clearly distinguish the defect edges, reducing the negative 
effects of fabric lay-up contrast, as shown in Fig. 15c.

In addition, enhancing defect detection and shape defini-
tion represents the main advantages of PCT approach; nor-
malized profiles of EOF and PC contrasts for the selected 
ROIs with the reference plate, in case of selected ROI-1 
and ROI-5 examples suggest a suitable frame choice of 

Fig. 14  a EOF normalized k
n
 profiles of couples of ROIs, b 2nd and c 3rd EOFs maps for reference plate

Fig. 15  a 5th EOFs map, b PCT k
n
 profiles of ROIs’ couples and c PCT map after 11,4 cooling s for reference plate
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processed maps, where the normalized difference between 
defective and undamaged zones seems to be emphasized.

The same procedure is employed for multi-stringer ele-
ment and normalized profiles of two delamination zones are 
reported in Fig. 16a and b, where the EOF and PCT normal-
ized kn contrast is displayed for the two delaminated areas, 
decreasing rapidly after few frames; hence, as the capability 
of defect detection is limited to first frames. Despite the EOF 
results achieved for the reference plate, the EOF map in the 
Fig. 16c recorded in the 2/150 frame provides good results 
in terms of defect boundary shape and backside stiffeners 
visibility. In the same EOF map, foible indications of fiber 
orientation could be observed with PCT analysis, showing 
that eventual presence of very small defect below first layers 
would be detected.

The EOF map of Fig. 17a at frame 5 seems to offer only 
a confused indication for both damaged areas, despite the 
stiffeners edge are still evident. In a later frame at 3 cool-
ing seconds, both damaged zones start to become clearly 
visible, as reported in Fig. 17b. The presented results of 
PCT approach using EOF processing show, according to 

our opinion, an optimal sensitivity to defect detection, since 
more detailed features are displayed.

3.4  LBC‑I and LBC‑II Results

The LBC methods with LBC-I and LBC-II elaboration are 
discussed finally in this paper; in the same way of DAC 
approach, the processed outputs of proposed methods pro-
vide special innovative contrast maps capable to enhance 
defect detectability in terms of flaw boundaries. As shown 
in Fig. 18a, the LBC-I normalized profiles of various ROIs 
maximizes defect contrast with its surrounding area of all 
selected ROIs in reference plate. The contrast distributions 
give maximum normalized contrast values of comparable 
level with EOF results and showing more defined profiles.

The smaller defects for example present a maximum nor-
malized LBC-I very high contrast difference of 0.832 after 
5.5 cooling seconds in frame 129; in Fig. 18b, the relative 
LBC-I map seems to increase the detectability of smaller 
defects around 5 mm diameter, reducing the negative effects 

Fig. 16  a EOF and b PC normalized k
n
 profiles of couples of ROIs and c 2nd EOF map for multi-stringer element

Fig. 17  a 5th EOF and b PCT maps after 3 cooling s of multi-stringer and c LBC-I map after 5.5 cooling s for CFRP plate
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due to fiber fabric direction signals, which may hide other 
detailed defect data.

The proposed algorithm is based on the principle that 
computed temperatures around an inspected spot tend to 
reach similar values when location corresponds to defect 
border, leading to contrast values being displayed with 
minimum values on contrast maps, clearly distinguishing 
the damage’s edge. However, a faster defect detectability 
could be provided reducing the number of frames. Therefore, 
based on the previous principles, the second LBC approach 

(denotated LBC-II) has been introduced when only a sin-
gle map is post-processed by 3D thermal matrix, as seen in 
statistical methods based on standardization. As shown in 
Fig. 18b, this approach provides a processed contrast map 
comparable with LBC-II image, removing the analysis of 
ROIs profile for frame selection. In Table 3, a comparative 
analysis between difference of average parameter values 
of ROI couples is reported for reference plate. The LBC-II 
provides an evident maximum absolute contrast value for 
smaller defect (ROI-I), highlighting the defect detectability 
of smaller flaws. The other average values seem to be lower 
than the relative Kurtosis ones, but higher than the relative 
Skewness ones.

In the case of multi-stringer element, the Fig. 19a shows 
similar trends for normalized LBC-II profiles of delami-
nation damage; the damage’s edges clearly appear in the 
selected thermogram after 3.8 cooling seconds as seen in 
Fig. 19b. However, the presence of the central cut seems to 
provide very high surrounding contrast around central zone 
both in the LBC-I and LBC-II maps as shown in Fig. 19b 
and c.

Fig. 18  a LBC normalized k
n
 profiles of selected ROIs and b LBC-II of reference plate

Table 3  Comparative analysis between difference of average param-
eter values of ROI couples for reference plate

CFRP component Couple of ROIs Skewness Kurtosis LBC-II

Reference plate ROI-1 & ROI-2  − 0.022  − 0.027 0.046
ROI-3 & ROI-4  − 0.194  − 0.446 0.459
ROI-5 & ROI-6  − 0.115  − 0.323 0.198
ROI-7 & ROI-8  − 0.368  − 0.819 0.495
ROI-9 & ROI-10  − 0.116  − 0.284 0.240

Fig. 19  a LBC normalized k
n
 profiles of selected ROIs, b LBC-I and c LBC-II maps of multi-stringer panel
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Finally, thermal acquisition of two CFRP panel are pro-
cessed employing LBC-II approach, to reduce the noise 
effects and possible non-uniform heating interference, 
as reported in Figs. 20a and 21a. Diffused imperfections 
could be seen in all inspected surfaces and this wide-
spread damage creates an evident negative effect in terms 
of defect inspection. As expected, the Panel-1 results more 
damaged with respect to the other Panel-2, due to differ-
ent manufacturing conditions, as shown in Fig. 20a and 
b. However, the correct defect identification seems to be 
almost complex without a foreknowledge on the part and 
its defects.

3.5  Comparative Analysis of Post‑processing 
Results

The goodness quantification of different processing results 
is proposed employing the Tanimoto Criterion and signal 
to noise ratio (SNR) evaluation.

3.5.1  Tanimoto Criterion

The Tanimoto criterion [28, 45] is employed on selected 
processed images to compare the defect detectability of post-
processing methods. The Tanimoto criterion is given as

where Nr.d. , Nm.d. , Nf .d. are respectively the number of real, 
missed and false reading defects detected with different pro-
cessing methods.

Therefore, for reference plate, specific thermograms 
selected are selected for each method because it corresponds 
to the best visibility time for a maximum number of defects 
[28, 45]. The capabilities of the different signal process-
ing methods (DAC, PCT, TSR, LBC, Kurtosis and Skew-
ness) are compared for qualitative and quantitative defect 
detection, showing a detection efficiency around 11 to 82% 
in terms of Tanimoto criterion. As shown in Fig. 21b, the 

(15)TC =
Nr.d. − Nm.d.

Nr.d. + Nf .d.

Fig. 20  a LBC-II maps of upper and b lower sectors of panel 1; c LBC-II map of upper sector of panel 2

Fig. 21  a LBC-II map of lower sector of panel 2; b diagram of Tanimoto criterion results for reference plate
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processing best results  (TC > 80%) appeared for Kurtosis 
and LBC-II, whilst the PCT, Skewness, LBC-II and TSR 
processing provide 80% >  TC > 70%. However, other authors 
[45] demonstrated that not only the type of test procedure 
and/or the data processing algorithm used but also the power 
and rate of heating play a crucial role in ensuring detectable 
signals over hidden defects; for example, a suitable heating 
for CFRP laminates must be short and powerful [45].

3.5.2  Signal to Noise Ratio

The SNR analysis also could be applied to establish the 
more suitable processing methods in terms of accuracy of 
detectability [29, 46]. Specifically, the SNR defines the con-
trast value in decibels [dB] between a defective zone and its 
neighbourhood area, evaluated as

With Dmean and Imean the average values of a defective and 
its neighbourhood un-damaged zones (Dim. 5 × 5 pixel) 
respectively and � the standard deviation of the noise.

For the reference plate, the corresponding SNR results 
of inspected defects are listed in Tables 4, evaluated in the 
relative processed maps. The data analysis shows the defect 
size influence on the SNR values that could vary from NAN 
or SNR < 0 if defects result undetected or smaller to SNR > 0 
in case of bigger and better identified defects [29]. Only 
one negative SNR value is observed for the smaller defect 
in the DAC map, whilst TSR and first derivative results 
provides the higher values of the SNR parameter. The 
SNR clearly depends on the defect’s diameter, where the 
smaller D7 defect computes the worse signal to noise ratio 
(SNR < 0) and higher SNR are observed for greater defect 
D1. However, D7 defect shows minor SNR and this behav-
iour could be determined from the position on the specimen, 
strongly influenced by the edge effect. It is observed that the 
PCT based data significantly enhanced the SNR of defects 
with respect to the relative EOF data; the SNR differences 
between skewness/kurtosis and LBC-II results seem to be 
negligible as compared. The SNR also depends on applied 

(16)SNR = 20 ⋅ log10 ⋅

(||Imean − Dmean
||

�

)

processing technique and the LBC approaches seem to 
enhance the SNR of smaller defects, so the further accuracy 
of detectability is improved.

4  Conclusions

In this work, four carbon-epoxy composite elements includ-
ing a complex multi-stringer panel with backside stiffeners 
and multiple damage features (internal delaminations and 
cut of skin-stiffener continuity) and widespread-porosity 
panels are inspected, employing pulsed thermography. Raw 
thermal sequences are evaluated as data input to detect the 
internal damages (polymeric inserts for reference plate 
and delamination for multi-stringer) and to select different 
regions of interest in defective and undamaged zones.

Subsequentially, the thermographic acquisitions are post-
processed using contrast methods (normalized contrast and 
DAC), methods based on standardization (skewness, kur-
tosis), TSR and derivatives, PCT and two proposed tech-
niques (LBC-I and LBC-II) on a reference CRFP plate and 
on multi-stringer. Different results highlight the specific 
advantages of several processing methods, i.e. the PCT 
approach results a robust and well-established technique for 
defect detecting, but difficult to interpret than DAC and TSR. 
The resulting LBC-I technique provides enhanced results 
with respect to PCT approach and others in terms of Tani-
moto criterion values and SNR technique, applied for some 
defects in the reference CFRP plate.

However, the correct defect identification would be 
almost difficult when the component shows a widespread 
damage and diffused flaws, as seen with two panels erro-
neously manufactured during curing phase. In these cases, 
the application of LBC-II and of statistical methods based 
on standardization significantly improved the detectability 
of damage features. These processing approaches provides 
a fast simplified post-processing analysis of a unique pro-
cessed image containing all the relevant information, with-
out definition of undamaged zone. In conclusion, a trade-off 
between processing time and defect enhancement is usually 
a very challenging issue in thermal image-processing.

Table 4  Signal to noise values for elaborated maps of reference plate

Defective zones SNR [dB]

DAC TSR 1st Der 2nd Der EOF 2 EOF 3 PCT LBC-I SKEW KURT LBC-II

D7 / ROI-1  − 9.63 37.73 40.51 33.92 16.12 18.45 32.31 45.96 22.42 21.51 25.02
D3 / ROI-3 36.56 42.89 42.24 43.97 26.36 23.23 39.68 40.60 40.43 38.99 40.42
D2 / ROI-5 38.48 42.15 40.52 38.79 23.28 22.28 34.55 38.31 36.79 40.11 37.83
D1 / ROI-7 49.72 59.36 57.11 55.00 30.37 24.01 33.13 39.73 49.05 49.86 44.10
D5 / ROI-9 28.49 50.44 42.74 38.04 27.79 30.91 36.11 43.81 33.46 38.68 38.92
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